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At the Turn of the Century …

• Space-based measurements of XCO2
with precisions of 1–2 ppm will: 

• Resolve pole to pole XCO2 gradients on 
regional scales

• Track the XCO2 seasonal cycle in the 
Northern Hemisphere

• Improve constraints on CO2 sources 
and sinks on regional scales

• Reduce continental-scale flux 
uncertainties from > 1000 gC m-2

yr-1 to < 30 gC m-2 yr-1

• Reduce regional scale flux 
uncertainties from >2000 gC m-2

yr-1 to < 200 gC m-2 yr-1
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So we flew GOSAT and OCO-2

GOSAT

GOSAT TANSO-FTS has been 
returning data since April 2009.  The 
ACOS/GOSAT team has been using 

these data to retrieve XCO2.  

OCO-2

OCO-2 has been returning data 
since September 2014.  The 

ACOS/GOSAT algorithm has been 
modified to retrieve XCO2 from these 

data.  



Creating a Combined Data Product: 
the OCO-2/GOSAT Collaboration

Instrument Model
Spectral+Polarization

Forward Radiative 
Transfer Model

Spectra + Jacobians

Inverse Model
• Compare  obs. & 

simulated spectra
• Update State 
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Retrieval Algorithm Cross Validation

ACOS GOSAT B7.3

OCO-2 v7

GOSAT CAI

AMES AJAX
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Vicarious Calibration



These Systems are Now Being Used to Study 
the Carbon Cycle

50km



Fast Forward to December 2015: COP21

To support the Paris Agreement:
• The overall goal is to develop a sound, scientific, measurement-

based approach that:
• reduces uncertainty of national emission inventory reporting

• provides nations with timely and quantified guidance on progress towards 
their emission reduction strategies and pledges (Nationally Determined 
Contributions, NDCs)

• identifies large and additional emission reduction opportunities

• In support of these efforts, atmospheric measurements of greenhouse 
gases from ground-based networks and satellites could:

• Improve the frequency and accuracy of inventory updates for nations 
not well equipped for producing reliable inventories, and 

• help to close the budget by providing measurements over ocean and 
over areas with poor data coverage

We now have strong support, but new marching orders
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A System-Level Approach for Integrating 
Atmospheric Data into the Inventory Process
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Observations

Integration & 
Attribution

Outputs

Models
Transport, land & 

ocean carbon cycle, 
fossil fuel emissions.

Estimation system
Data assimilation and 

uncertainty estimation

CO2 and CH4
emissions & 
removal Hot-

spots  with 
uncertainties

Country/region 
CO2 and CH4
emissions & 

removals with 
uncertainties

Satellite 
Measurements 
of CO2 and CH4

Ground and 
Airborne 

Measurements 
of CO2 and CH4

Meteorology
Satellite & in-situ

Auxiliary Data
Satellite 

observations of 
CO, NO2, clouds, 

aerosols …

Prior Information
Fluxes, model 

parameters, emission 
reports, economic 

statistics.

Other Carbon 
Cycle Products



Anthropogenic Emissions
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Footprint Area    ∆XCO2min         
  (km2) (ppm)  0.25 0.50 1.00 2.00 4.00 

1.0 0.34 0.68 1.40 2.70 5.50 
2.0 0.48 0.97 1.90 3.90 7.70 
4.0 0.69 1.40 2.70 5.50 11.0 

10.0 1.10 2.20 4.30 8.70 17.0 
50.0 2.40 4.80 9.70 19.0 39.0 
85.0 3.10 6.30 12.6 25.0 50.0 

1800.0 14.0 29.0 57.8 120. 230. 
 

Compact Source Uncertainties Drive 
Measurement Precision

• For emission sources that are 
smaller than the footprint size, the 
minimum detectable mass or 
mass change depends on 
instrument precision (∆XCO2 or
∆XCH4) and footprint area, A.

• The minimum detectable flux 
change depends on precision, the 
effective wind speed at the 
emission level and the footprint’s 
cross section in the direction of the 
prevailing winds. 
Fmin = 2 ⋅ u ⋅ ∆MCO2(∆XCO2min) / L

• Detection limits increase with 
random error,  footprint size, and 
wind speed 
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Flux (MTCO2 /year) vs Footprint area and single 
sounding precision for a 5 km/hour wind

∆M (1ppm XCO2) = 0.016 kT/km2



Emissions from Compact Sources: plume models

• The OCO-2 (0.5 ppm single sounding 
random errors) can clearly detect 
plumes that fall along its ground track

• Plume imaging methods can exploit 
information from multiple footprints to 
reduce uncertainties if

• biases are not spatially correlated
• footprints within the plume can be 

discriminated from the background
• Proxies (NO2, CO) help for CO2

plumes

• Averaging typically reduces XCO2
anomaly uncertainties (and thus flux 
uncertainties) by less than a factor of 2

• Wind speed and XCO2 uncertainties 
contribute similar flux uncertainties
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Kulawik et al.  (2018)

Nassar et al. 2017



Coincident Measurements 
Facilitate Detection and Attribution
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Models Measurements

OCO-2 XCO2

OMI NO2Hakkarainen et al.
Kuhlmann et al., ESA/SMARTCARB



Atmospheric Inverse Models:
The OCO-2 Flux Model Intercomparison Project
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Crowell et al., 2018

OCO-2 B7, Land Nadir (LN) and Land Glint (LG) Only



Space-based Measurements See a Dynamic 
Carbon Cycle
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2015 2015

2016 2016

In Situ

In Situ

LN

LN

Satellite-constrained fluxes show a larger annual cycle than in situ, especially in tropics and 
a Eurasian Boreal source missing in in situ.

Satellite-constrained 
fluxes show larger 
spatial gradients than 
in situ-constrained 
fluxes, especially in 
tropics.

Crowell et al., 2018



Resolution and Coverage: Sampling Strategy
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Resolution too low
Accuracy too low

Sampling too sparse
Accuracy moderate

Sampling sparse
Accuracy good

Sampling dense
Accuracy good

Future Mapper 

2 x 2 km2

The resolution and coverage of space-based greenhouse gas 
observations is determined by the spatial sampling strategy adopted



Resolution and Coverage: Clouds!

• Early in the evolution of the OCO and 
GOSAT missions, optically thick 
clouds were identified as significant 
limitation on coverage 

• Based on MODIS cloud studies, a 
small footprint was adopted for OCO 
(and OCO-2) to mitigate this issue

• Actual yields are worse than 
expected
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• Optically-thick clouds  and 
cloud shadows reduced 
yields more then expected

• Dark surfaces at 2 µm 
(ice, forests) further 
reduced yields



Improving Resolution and Coverage:
Combining Data from the Emerging Fleet
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• A broad range of GHG missions will be flown over the next decade.

• We could improve resolution and coverage by combining their results



The NASA Orbiting Carbon Observatory-3 
(OCO-3)

• In 2019, OCO-2 will be joined by OCO-3, which will 
be deployed on the International Space Station, 
ISS

• OCO-3 integrates the OCO-2 flight spare 
spectrometers with an agile pointing mechanism. 

• That pointing mechanism, combined with the low 
inclination orbit of the ISS will facilitate new types of 
investigations of CO2 sources and sinks

• acquisition of 100 km x 100 km “snapshots” of large 
urban areas and other targets 

• Pre-flight testing complete
• Once installed on the ISS, OCO-3 measurements 

will provide continuity for OCO-2 CO2 and SIF data 
and provide new opportunities for studying the 
atmospheric carbon cycle



The NASA GeoCarb Mission

• In December 2016, NASA selected the 
Geostationary Carbon Cycle Observatory (GeoCarb) 
as the second complete mission in the NASA Earth 
Ventures series.  

• GeoCarb will be the first mission to acquire spatially 
resolved observations of greenhouse gases and 
solar induced chlorophyll fluorescence (SIF) at high 
spatial resolution (5 to 10 km) from geostationary 
orbit (GEO). 

• GeoCarb flies on a commercial communications 
satellite and carries an imaging grating spectrometer

• O2 (765 nm) CO2, (1610 and 2060 nm), 
methane (CH4) and carbon monoxide (CO; 
2300 nm)

• It will launch as early as 2022 and be stationed 
between 75° and 100° West longitude one year later. 

• It will map these properties over North, Central, and 
South America two or more times each day. 
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Future Operational LEO GHG Constellations 
in the Planning Stages

• Copernicus CO2 Sentinel (2025+) 
• 3 or 4 LEO satellites in an operational GHG 

constellation
• Primary spectrometer measures O2 (0.76 µm A-

band), CO2 (1.61 and 2.06 µm), CH4 (1.67 µm) 
• Ancillary instrument include

• NO2 (0.450 µm) at a spatial resolution of 2 km x 2 
km along a 200-300 km swath for plumes

• A cloud/aerosol multi-angle polarimeter

• TanSat-2 Constellation
• 6 satellites, with 3 flying in morning and 3 flying in 

afternoon sun-synchronous orbits 
• primary GHG instrument on each satellite 

measures CO2 (1.61 and 2.06 µm), CH4 and CO 
(2.3 µm) as well as the O2 A-band (0.76 µm) 
across a 100-km cross-track swath
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XCO2 (σ= 0.5 ppm) 

TanSat Constellation



Tools Needed to Meet New Requirements

• Sensors with improved precision, spatial resolution, and coverage
• Accuracy/Precision: Improved calibration accuracy and stability
• Resolution/Coverage: Dedicated LEO and Geo GHG constellations

• Improved remote sensing retrieval algorithms
• Optical properties: gas absorption and aerosol scattering
• Retrieval methods: Optimized to exploit information from solar spectra

• Better coordination with ground-based/aircraft networks
• Validation: TCCON, EM27-Sun, AirCore, Aircraft
• Complementary coverage: polar regions, persistently cloud regions

• Improved atmospheric inversion models
• Transport: Higher spatial resolution to resolve mesoscale transport
• Assimilation techniques: for ground-, aircraft-, and space-based data

• Methods to validate fluxes on local to national/regional scales
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A Proposed Implementation Approach
(from a Space-based Perspective)

1. Foster collaboration between the space-based and ground-based 
GHG measurement and modeling communities and stakeholders in 
the inventory and policy communities to refine the requirements and 
implementation plans for top-down atmospheric flux inventories;

2. Exploit the capabilities of the Committee on Earth Observation 
Satellites (CEOS), Coordination Group on Meteorological Satellites 
(CGMS) and the WMO Integrated Global Greenhouse Gas 
Information System (IG3IS) to produce a prototype atmospheric 
CO2 and CH4 flux product that is available in time to inform the 
bottom-up inventories for the 2023 global stocktake; and

3. Use the lessons learned from the development of this prototype 
product to refine the requirements for a future, purpose-built, 
operational, atmospheric inventory system that more completely 
addresses the inventory process in time to support the 2028 global 
stocktake.
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